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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of speech recognition technologies, there is an increase in the adoption of voice
interfaces on mobile-based platforms. While, developing a general purpose Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) which can understand voice commands is important, the contexts of how people interact with their
mobile device change very rapidly. Due to the high processing complexity of the ASR engine, much of the
processing of trending data is being carried out on cloud platforms. Changed content regarding news, music,
movies and TV series change the focus of interaction with voice based interfaces. Hence ASR engines trained
on a static vocabulary may not be able to adapt to the changing contexts. The focus of this paper is to first
describe the problems faced in incorporating dynamically changing vocabulary and contexts into an ASR
engine. We then propose a novel solution which shows a relative improvement of 38 percent utterance
accuracy on newly added content without compromising on the overall accuracy and stability of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

box‘s ASR system uses a wide range of techniques to

ASR is the first stage in an overall human/computer

overcome those obstacles and maintain robust
performance under real-world conditions. Voice box

interaction pipeline that also includes Voice box‘s
related Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and

offers ASR solutions for a wide range of CPU,

Text-to-Speech (TTS) [10] technologies. Voice box‘s

SR can support fully-embedded operation on small-

advanced SR module is a multi-stage pipeline that
uses techniques from machine learning, graph theory,

footprint devices, hybrid combinations of embedded
and server-based SR, and fully connected scenarios in

traditional grammar development, and statistical

which the SR runs on a high-performance server in

analysis of large corpuses to form high-confidence

the cloud.

memory, and connectivity limitations. The Voice box

transcriptions of input audio.
Automated speech recognition (ASR) is a technology
Real-world concerns everything from accent and

that allows users of information systems to speak

dialect differences, to CPU and memory limitations

entries rather than punching numbers on a keypad.

on different platforms, to operation despite
environmental noise, and more present additional

Today, advances in mobile computing have put the

challenges beyond what academic ASR research can

automotive consoles, and Internet of Things[3][4]

achieve in controlled laboratory environments. Voice

(IoT) devices world-wide.

power of

ASR into billions of cell phones,
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The limitations of these platforms—notably, their

voice signal and extracts the required features on

lack of physical keyboards—has created a vast need

this basis; it establishes the required template of the

for an easy, accurate, natural form of interaction

speech recognition. The computer is used in the

with those devices. Using voice and ordinary

recognition process according to the model of the

language has been the dream of human/computer

speech recognition to compare the voice template

interaction since the idea was first introduced to a

stored in the computer and the characteristics of the

mass audience through the 1966 television series Star
Trek.

input voice signal. Search and matching strategies to
identify the optimal range of the input voice
matches the template. According to the definition

Real advances in computer technology have far

of this template through the lookup table can be

outstripped even the vision of Star Trek in terms of

given the recognition results of the computer [1]

miniaturization, communications, and the overall
ubiquity of computation. Yet, due to the practical
challenges of speech processing, the dream of voice

2.1 Voice Acquition
The final way of reducing noise effects is to change

interaction has remained of science fiction for over

the method of gathering the speech signal. In some

half a century. But today, as the bridge between the

environments head-set microphones can be used.
These can be very directional and so pick up very

user and Voice box‘s related technologies of Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) and Text-to-Speech
(TTS), ASR brings that dream to reality.

little noise from outside sources, since they are in a
fixed position with respect to the speaker. However,
head- sets are not practical in all situations. They

II. BASIC PRICIPLE OF VOICE RECOGNITION

must be connected by a wire or radio link to the
computer, they only work with one speaker, and

The speech recognition system is essentially a
pattern

recognition

system,

including

they are fragile [3].

feature

extraction, pattern matching and the reference

2.2 Feature Extraction

model library [1] [10].
Feature extraction is the main part of the speech
recognition system. It is considered as the heart of
the system. The work of this is to extract those
features from the input speech (signal) that help
the system in identifying the speaker. Feature
extraction compresses the magnitude of the input
signal (vector) without causing any harm to the
power of speech signal [12].
2.3 Acoustic Model
Figure 1: Voice Recognition Processing
The unknown voice through the microphone is
transformed into an electrical signal on the input of

An acoustic model is a file that contains statistical
representations of each of the distinct sounds that

the identification system, the first after the pre-

makes upkoi78 a word. Each of these statistical

treatment.

representations is assigned a label called a phoneme.

The system establishes a voice model according to
the human voice characteristics analyzes the input
Volume 3, Issue 5, May-June-2018 | http:// ijsrcseit.com
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algorithms to create statistical representations for

This is the only approach that will work reliably

each phoneme in a language. These statistical

with a minimal amount of effort for names, technical

representations are called Hidden Markov Models

terms, and non-common words that may be

("HMM"s). Each phoneme has its own HMM [15]

awkwardly spelled. The tradeoff for this accuracy is

[16].

that your app needs to know ahead of time what a
caller will say. The grammars in these apps can be

2.4 Language Model
Language models are used to constrain search in a
decoder by limiting the number of possible words
that need to be considered at any one point in the
search. The consequence is faster execution and
higher accuracy. A Statistical Language Model is a
file used by a Speech Recognition Engine to
recognize speech [14]. It contains a large list of
words and their probability of occurrence.

It is

used in dictation applications.

complex definitions written in BNF or XML, but also
in a simple list of phrases [11] [23].
3.2 Dictation
Dictation is used when you want a word-for-word
transcription of what a user said. Dictation accuracy
has improved significantly in recent years with the
introduction of machine learning applied to massive
repositories of recorded audio data, but recognition
accuracy scores can vary greatly depending on the
quality of the audio and the environment it was

2.5 Pronunciation Dictionary
In constructing a speech recognition system,
pronunciation information must be provided for all
words spoken in both test and training data. The
pronunciation dictionary on first release contains
over 96,000 word definitions.

recorded in.
3.3 Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
NLU encompasses a range of technologies, but its
most common uses are mapping the many ways
humans speak to computer identifiable objects and

III. TYPES OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

intents, and sentiment analysis (is the user happy or
angry?). An NLU application can ask broad questions

There are commonly three different types of
recognition in use in different applications:

and will try to determine the caller‘s intent whether
they speak in complete sentences or sentence

3.1 Grammer_driven

fragments. This can reduce the number of steps, or

3.2 Dictation

turns, that a user takes to reach their goal, and

3.3 Natural Language Understanding (NLU)

shorten call times.

In improving the overall performance of the system
by migrated the load dynamically.

IV. METHODS OF SPEECH RECOGNITION
4.1 Hidden Markov Model

3.1 Grammer_driven
best

Hidden Markov modeling is, as the name suggests, a

when your application is looking for a specific piece
of data, like a name, phone number, account number,

modeling approach. Thus, there are three In addition
the speech data can things to consider: the model,

dollar amount, or date. Think of this type of speech

the method of computing the probability of the

recognition like the small edit fields you find in a

model giving rise to a particular output and the

web page or mobile app for short answers.

method of computing the parameters of the model

Grammar-driven

speech recognition

works

from known examples of the word3 it is to represent.
Volume 3, Issue 5, May-June-2018 | http:// ijsrcseit.com
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A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a doubly

HMMs. The observable symbols correspond to

stochastic process for producing a sequence of

(quantized) speech frame measurements [14].

observed symbols [19]. An underlying stochastic
finite state machine (FSM) drives a set of stochastic

A well-known application has been automatic

processes, which produce the symbols. When a state

speech recognition, to cope with different speaking

is entered after a state transition in the FSM, a

speeds. In general, it is a method that allows a

symbol from that state‘s set of symbols is selected
probabilistically for output. The term ―hidden‖ is

computer to find an optimal match between two
given sequences (e.g., time series) with certain

appropriate because the actual state of the FSM

restrictions. That is, the sequences are "warped"

cannot be observed directly, only through the
symbols emitted. In the case of isolated word
recognition, each word in the vocabulary has a

non-linearly to match each other. This sequence
Hidden models.

corresponding HMM. These HMMs might actually
consist of HMMs that model sub word units such as

V. APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

phonemes connected to form a single word model
HMM. In the case of continuous word recognition, a
single HMM corresponds to the domain grammar.

5.1 Telecommunication Applications of Speech

This grammar model is constructed from wordmodel HMMs. The observable symbols correspond to

Recognition

(quantized) speech frame measurements

telecommunications network in the early 1990‘s for

Speech

recognition

was

introduced

into

the

two reasons, namely to reduce costs via automation
of attendant functions, and to provide new revenue

4.2 Neural Network Model

generating services that were previously impractical
because of the associated costs of using attendants.

The neural network model that more commonly used
and has the potentiating of speech recognition
mainly include single layer perception model, multilayer perception model, Kohonen self-organizing
feature map model, radial basis function neural

Examples of telecommunications services which
were created to achieve cost reduction include the
following:

network, predictive neural network, etc. In addition,
in order to make the neural network reflects the
dynamic

of

the

speech

signal

i.

Automation of Operator Services

time-varying

characteristics, delay neural network, recurrent

Systems like the Voice Recognition Call Processing

neural network and so on. A DNN is a feed-forward,

(VRCP) system introduced by AT&T or the

artificial neural network that has more than one

Automated

layer of hidden units between its inputs and its

introduced by Nortel enabled operator functions to

outputs [5] [7].

be handled by speech recognition systems. The

Alternate

Billing

System

(AABS)

VRCP system handled so-called ‗operator assisted‘
calls such as Collect, Third Party Billing, and Person4.3 Dynamic Time Warping
HMM corresponds to the domain grammar. This

to-Person, Operator Assisted Calling and Calling
Card calls. The AABS system automated the
acceptance (or rejection) of billing charges for

grammar model is constructed from word-model
Volume 3, Issue 5, May-June-2018 | http:// ijsrcseit.com
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reverse calls by recognizing simple variants of the

Systems have been created for voice dialing by name

two-word vocabulary Yes and No[18].

(so-called alias dialing such as Call Home, Call
Office) from AT&T, NYNEX[20][21], and Bell

i. Automation of Directory Assistance

Atlantic, and by number (AT&T SDN/NRA) to
enable customers to complete calls without having to

System was created for assisting operators with the

push buttons associated with the telephone number

task of determining telephone numbers in response
to customer queries by voice. Both NYNEX and

being called.

VI. CONCLUSION

Nortel introduced a system that did front end

In this paper, given a review of Speech recognition.
The area of Speech recognition is continually
changing

and

technology

is

improving.

Speech

capable

make

to

recognition
possible

to

communicate with disabled persons. It makes control
of digital system. In future, vast possibilities to
enhance the area of speech recognition technology.
By enhancing of speech recognition can provide
better

services

for

disable

persons.

Speech

recognition can provide a secure environment to our
system by voice authentication. Different methods
and their accuracy also tabulated that shows the use
of HMM and ANN model [19] [20] is much wider
used methods for continuous speech recognition
process. In the future, the correctness of speech
recognition and the quality of speech will be more
improve that‘s makes communication so easy and
reliable for everybody including disable persons.
Future systems must be more efficient and capable
compare to traditional systems.
Figure 2: Neural network in speech recognition
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